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Drag & Drop Scheduling for FileMaker - the New SeedCode Calendar Pro
Published on 02/18/10
SeedCode today is proud to introduce our new calendar extension for FileMaker Pro 10. Our
fastest calendar yet, this is also our most portable and is easily pasted into your own
FileMaker file. Our popular calendar is now completely rewritten to take advantage of
FileMaker 10. The calendar's graph and layouts are now simple enough under the hood to
paste into your own file, while adding the sophisticated behaviors that users expect in a
professional scheduling solution.
Seattle, WA - SeedCode today is proud to introduce our new calendar extension for
FileMaker Pro 10. Our fastest calendar yet, this is also our most portable and is easily
pasted into your own FileMaker file. Our popular calendar is now completely rewritten to
take advantage of FileMaker 10.
The calendar's graph and layouts are now simple enough under the hood to paste into your
own file, while adding the sophisticated behaviors (like drag & drop and resizing) that
users expect in a professional scheduling solution. And we've made the calendar _much_
faster when opened over a remote connection.
Above all, the new calendar is easy to modify. "We knew the calendar was easy to work on,"
says John Sindelar of SeedCode. "But I was really impressed with the mods and enhancements
our beta testers started writing, all without any prompting from us. Some of the stuff
they built was truly impressive; I can't wait to see what other developers do with this."
Feature Highlights:
* No plugins required
* All native FileMaker Pro scripts and layouts
* Very simple relationship graph
* Completely unlocked for you to modify and extend
* Drag & Drop
* Repeating events
* Filters
* Color coded events
* Multiple calendars and multiple data sources
* Export to iCal
* Simpler, free version available
* Well documented with an active support forum
Pricing and Availability:
SeedCode Calendar Pro is $269 (USD) for a site license (there are no per seat charges).
You can checkout short movie of the calendar in action, and download a full featured demo
at our website.
SeedCode:
http://www.seedcode.com/
SeedCode Calendar Pro:
http://www.seedcode.com/cp-app/ste_cat/sccalpro10
Download Demo and/or Free Version:
http://www.seedcode.com/downloads
Purchase:
http://www.seedcode.com/cp-app/prod/sccalprocalendar10site
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Screenshot:
http://www.seedcode.com/screenshots/pro10/pro10hero.jpg

SeedCode has been building FileMaker Pro calendars since 2001 and is recognized as a
leader in design, documentation, and development best practices. SeedCode's John Sindelar
is a returning DevCon speaker and one of the organizers of Pause on Error. He received the
2004 FileMaker Excellence Award for 'Developing Outstanding Technical Resources for the
FileMaker Pro Community.'
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